A design for a tomb does not ordinarily interest anyone but the designer and his client. There is, however, in the Museum Print Department a sixteenth-century tomb drawing of more than ordinary interest, since it presents a puzzle as rich in clues as a detective story.
Cort. Bracci's tomb, executed in I544 and I545, was also known to artists all over Europe. It is perhaps a coincidence that an unfinished drawing in pencil and pen and ink, obviously copied from that tomb, was found in the same group of drawings with ours. Although the influence of these tombs is obvious in the design of our drawing, there is something distinctly French about the changed proportions: the scale of the reclining figures in relation to that of the portrait bust makes them much less important than Night and Day; their slenderness and elongation indicate a Frenchman.
A glance at reproductions of French sixteenthcentury sculpture shows only one similarity: several fragments in the Louvre of the tomb of Christophe de Thou. They are a marble portrait bust of a middle-aged man and two bronze youths reclining in the positions of Michelangelo's Night and Day. The Louvre's labels and the catalogue of I922 say that these three pieces are from De Thou's tomb in the church of Saint-Andre-desArts in Paris and that they are attributed to Barth6lemy Prieur (about 1540-1611).
These fragments had been part of the collection made by Alexandre Lenoir during and after the French Revolution, and unlike much of the contents of his Muse des Monuments Fransais were never returned to their original home, which no longer existed. Lenoir had scooped up every available thing that he took a fancy to in the way of French sculpture, including the tombs of Francis I and Henry II, now returned to SaintDenis. Another monument from the church of Saint-Andre-des-Arts (also known as SaintAndre-des-Arcs), an allegorical figure in relief made by Frangois Girardon in memory of Anne Marie Martinozzi, Princess of Conti, was removed from Lenoir's museum to the garden of Malmaison by order of the Empress Josephine, was subsequently sold, and has finally come to rest in the Metropolitan Museum.
Lenoir's journal mentions receiving the white marble bust of Christophe de Thou on Janu- Approximately a century earlier, however, a drawing of the tomb had been made for Francois Roger de Gaignieres (I642-I715). Gaignieres, in an attempt to bring together a complete record of historical French art, hired draughtsmen to make drawings of tombs, tapestries, and stained glass in churches throughout the country. The drawing of Christophe de Thou's tomb (see p. I60) shows an arrangement of architectural and sculptural elements closely resembling that of our drawing. Aside from differences of scale and proportions, the similarities are apparent, but there is one interesting difference: instead of the two elegant reclining youths in our drawing the Gaignieres version shows two baby angels with torches held flame down. A second Gaignieres drawing reproduces the epitaph on the tablet under the reclining angels, which tells us that the tomb was erected by Jacques Auguste de Thou for his father, Christophe, after the latter's death in 1582. The drawing reproduced shows two additional figures, winged and robed, standing beside the portrait bust and holding torches, one up and one down. The figure on the right also holds a laurel wreath over the portrait.
There is a singular lack of invention here, for it would seem that one pair of winged torchbearers would suffice. It is tempting to think that Gaignieres's draughtsman, after a cold, boring afternoon of copying monuments in SaintAndre, was put out at dusk by the sacristan with his drawing unfinished, that he made a note to himself of two bronze genii reclining on the top of the sarcophagus, and that he later interpreted his note to mean two baby angels with torches. of that inventory is a contract dated October 9, 1585, for several statues made by Prieur for the tomb of the late Christophe de Thou. Although called a contract in the inventory, the document is in effect a receipt, for Prieur's agent, one Mathieu Labbe, is mentioned as having received payment of "cinquante six ecus dix sols" from Jacques Auguste de Thou. The separate works were itemized on the back of the contract, now lost.
Not enough is known about Prieur himself. He was probably born about I540 and he may have been a student of Germain Pilon. He is mentioned in the household records of Henry III as Sculpteur de sa Majeste with a salary of 30 livres. It is known that he was a Protestant, for when he died in 611 he was buried in the Protestant cemetery, and that he carved the monuments, after the designs of Jean Bullant, of another more important Protestant, the The only known drawing with a signature by Prieur has a great deal of brushwork added to the underlying pen and ink. Ours may be by the same hand but differences in technique and the necessity for relying upon photographs for comparison make it difficult to be certain. Furthermore, the signed drawing is not necessarily by Prieur. It is a contract for a chimney piece, signed (and dated) also by the client, and could be simply a finished drawing prepared for contract purposes by someone in Prieur's atelier. It must also be remembered that in at least two cases Prieur worked from the designs of others, as noted above. It does seem unlikely, however, that anyone worthy of becoming Premier Sculpteur du Roi would not ordinarily make and execute his own designs. And if some more illustrious designer (who, for instance?) was called in to plan the De Thou monument why did Jacques Auguste not mention him in his Memoirs when he so proudly tells us that he had Barth6lemy Prieur make the tomb?
For the first time, at any rate, there is some contemporary pictorial proof to reconcile the conflicting evidence of two bronze reclining Michelangelesque adolescents who come supplied with a long tradition of being from the tomb of Christophe de Thou, and the pictures of the tomb before it was disturbed showing two baby angels with reversed torches. If it is impossible to declare unequivocally that the Museum's drawing was made by Barthelemy Prieur in 1582 or shortly thereafter, it is at least certain that it was made by the designer himself, not by a topographical draughtsman, between I 582, when Christophe de Thou died, and 1585, when Prieur's agent received payment. 
